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Abstract. The original Parrondo game, denoted as AB3, contains two independent
games: A and B. The winning or losing of A and B game is defined by the change
of one unit of capital. Game A is a losing game if played continuously, with winning
probability p = 0.5 − ǫ, where ǫ = 0.003. Game B is also losing and it has two coins:
a good coin with winning probability pg = 0.75 − ǫ is used if the player‘s capital
is not divisible by 3, otherwise a bad coin with winning probability pb = 0.1 − ǫ is
used. Parrondo paradox refers to the situation that the mixture of A and B game
in a sequence leads to winning in the long run. The paradox can be resolved using
Markov chain analysis. We extend this setting of Parrondo game to involve players
with one-step memory. The player can win by switching his choice of A or B game
in a Parrondo game sequence. If the player knows the identity of the game he plays
and the state of his capital, then the player can win maximally. On the other hand,
if the player does not know the nature of the game, then he is playing a (C,D) game,
where either (C=A, D=B), or (C=B,D=A). For player with one-step memory playing
the AB3 game, he can achieve the highest expected gain with switching probability
equal to 3/4 in the (C,D) game sequence. This result has been found first numerically
and then proven analytically. Generalization to AB mod(M) Parrondo game for other
integerM has been made for the general domain of parameters pb < p = 0.5 = pA < pg.
We find that for odd M , Parrondo effect does exist. However, for even M , there is no
Parrondo effect for two cases: initial game is A and initial capital is even, or initial
game is B and initial capital is odd. There is still a possibility of Parrondo effect for the
other two cases when M is even: initial game is A and initial capital is odd, or initial
game is B and initial capital is even. These observations from numerical experiments
can be understood as the factorization of the Markov chains into two distinct cycles.
Discussion of these effects on games is also made in the context of feedback control of
the Brownian ratchet.
PACS numbers: 02.50.Ga, 05.40.-a, 01.80.+b
Keywords : Applications to game theory and mathematical economics, Stochastic
processes
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1. Introduction
The concept of Brownian Ratchets, proposed by Smoluchowsky [1] about a century
ago, considers non-equilibrium devices where fluctuations can be rectified to produce
directional transport of particles along a periodic asymmetric potential. Later,
Feynman, in his famous lecture on the ratchet-and-pawl setup, discussed the Brownian
motor, which is a Brownian ratchet with a load [2, 3]. About 20 years ago, the flashing
ratchet with scheduled on/off switching of an asymmetric potential was discussed [4–7]
and inspired the invention of the Parrondo game [8], which has a paradoxical scenario
that two losing games can be combined to become a winning game. It then generates
many works on different switching strategies for the Parrondo Game to maximize the
gain. Dinis has found an optimal periodic sequence that maximizes the expected
payoff [9] and this work has been generalized using Genetic Algorithm for much longer
sequence by Wu and Szeto [10]. Chaotic game sequences have also been investigated by
Tang et al. [11]. Apart from the original Parrondo game, other types of Parrondo games
have been constructed such as the Quantum Parrondo Game [12], history-dependent
Parrondo Game [13] and Extended Parrondo Game that incorporate different B games
without the diffusive A game [14]. Here we address the benefits for player with finite
memory in various switching strategies when playing the original Parrondo Game. We
find that the information accessible by the player is critical to his success in winning.
Information obtained by communication or memory provides a feedback to the player
in his selection of strategy for the next game to improve his chance of winning. This
is an example of the feedback-control algorithm in control theory for improving the
overall performance. For players with one-step memory, we find that certain switching
strategies can lead to optimal winning. In this paper, we will first outline the solution
of the original Parrando game. We then illustrate the importance of various types and
the amount of information accessible to the player in enhancing his chance of winning
through a protocol of “feedback-control”.
In layman term, the paper addresses the problem of optimizing capital gain for
two players, Edward and Frank, who enter a casino and play on two slot machines
called “Charles” and “David”. Both players are poor in counting, so they lose count
of the amount of capital they have. However, they have one-step memory in the sense
that they remember which slot machine they used in the last game. Edward gets some
favours from the casino boss and knows that “Charles” is equipped with the software
corresponding to the A game in the original Parrondo paper, and “David” is equipped
with the software corresponding to the B game. As for Frank, he does not know this
information, though he is assured that one of the slot machines is installed with A game
and the other is with B game software. Thus, Frank has less information than Edward
in playing the game. They both consult a physicist about how to play in these two slot
machines so that they can exploit the Parrondo effect to win in the long run, knowing
that if they continuously play on one machine they will lose. The physicist solves this
problem for both Edward and Frank and provides an algorithm for switching so that
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they will win. From now on, the game sequence for Edward is labelled by (A, B) and is
called the AB game, because he knows the software installed in the two slot machines.
The game sequence for Frank is labelled by (C,D) and is called the CD game, for he
does not know the software installed.
2. Parrondo game with random switching
The original Parrondo game contains two independent games: A and B. Game A is a
coin-tossing game with a winning probability p = 0.5 − ǫ (ǫ > 0), so that A is a losing
game in the long run. Game B is also a losing game in the long run and it has two
biased coins: the “Good” coin with winning probability pg = 0.75 − ǫ, and the “Bad”
coin with winning probability pb = 0.1 − ǫ. If the player’s capital is a multiple of 3,
the bad coin is used, otherwise the good coin is used. Parrondo paradox refers to the
situation that the mixture of A and B game in a sequence leads to winning in the long
run. The paradox can be resolved using Markov chain analysis. If the average yield
of a game at time t is 〈X (t)〉, then the expected capital gain for game A and B are
respectively given by
gA = 〈X (t+ 1)〉 − 〈X (t)〉 = 2p− 1 (1)
gB = 〈X (t + 1)〉 − 〈X (t)〉 = 2 (π0 (t) pb + (1− π0 (t)) pg)− 1 (2)
Note that game A’s expected gain is 0 if ǫ = 0, and it is a losing game if ǫ > 0. For
game B, the π0 (t) is the probability that the player’s capital is multiple of 3 at time t.
We can compute the probability vector pi (t) = (π0 (t) , π1 (t) , π2 (t)), where πi (t) is the
probability that the player’s capital is multiple of 3 plus i. To find these probabilities,
we consider that transition matrix between different capital states (0, 1, 2). For game A
and B, the transition matrix that acts on pi (t) are
ΠA =

 0 p 1− p1− p 0 p
p 1− p 0

 ,ΠB =

 0 pb 1− pb1− pg 0 pg
pg 1− pg 0

 (3)
so that the evolution equation of the probability vector is pi (t+ 1) = pi (t)ΠG where
G can be A or B depending on the game played at time t. At long time we obtain
the stationary distribution state vector pi (t). In the original Parrondo game, one can
show that playing A alone or B alone will lose, but suitable combinations of A and B
can lead to positive gain. For a player who can switch his choice of game each time, he
can search for a sequence of A and B games to optimize his gain. Indeed, if he knows
which game is A, which is B and knows how to count his capital, then he knows how to
win maximally. He simply uses the following strategy to make the optimal gain: play
game B if his capital is not divisible by 3, since then his coin is good with a winning
probability pg > 0.5 > p; otherwise play game A as he can avoid the bad coin p > pb.
However, if he does not know his capital, or even the game he plays is A or B, then he
has a problem in choosing his strategy. Nevertheless, he can still switch the games he
will play. For example, he is offered two games called C and D game and he is not told
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if (C, D) corresponds to (A, B) or (B, A), will he find a way to win? We will provide
an answer to this question in this paper.
One possible answer to this question for an ignorant player without memory is to
perform random switching of the (C, D) game. Here by random switching we refer to
the situation that the player plays game C with probability γ, or otherwise plays game
D. The stochastic combination of game C and game D can be viewed as a new game,
which transition matrix is given by Π = γΠC + (1− γ)ΠD. Now, if he is told that
C is A and D is B, then this new game is actually described by the transition matrix
Π (C=A, D=B) = γΠA + (1− γ)ΠB. In this way, he can compute the steady state
vector and the expected gain. We see that the amount of accessible information has
great influence on the long-term return of the player. If the ignorant player learns the
above analysis, then he of course can run his numerical experiment assuming one of
these scenarios, and compare his gain after some rounds of games, thereby deduce the
correct transition matrix that can generate higher capital gain. In another word, the
ignorant player, even without help from a friend who knows the mapping of (CD) to
(AB) game, can still identify correctly this mapping from his numerical experiments.
3. Edward’s AB game with one-step memory
As discussed in the previous section, when the player does not know the identity of the
game and cannot count his capital to decide if it is divisible by 3, he can still do random
switching with the switching probability γ. Of course, if he knows how many games he
will be playing, say N games, then he has 2N possible sequences taken from the {C, D}.
These sequences are deterministic. In principle, he can perform an exhaustive search
for small N and use other search algorithms included genetic algorithm for large N
sequences [11]. Here we would like to endow the player with finite short-term memory,
so that he has some extra information in his decision on the choice of game played next,
as opposed to random switching or deterministic switching in a pre-set sequence. This
extra information from his memory of the result of the last game enables him to make
a “wiser” decision, which hopefully yields better performance in the long run. This is
the feedback control implemented by the player due to his ability to remember. Note
that we assume that the player does not know the current capital and he cannot deduce
the current capital state from his finite memory, although he knows the identity of the
game.
We are considering the AB game for which information regarding the software
(A/B) of the slot machine (C/D) is accessible to the player. He knows the nature of the
game he plays, for example, C is A and D is B. This player is Edward. We now want to
find a way for him to optimize his gain. Let’s now describe the state of the player with
the probability distribution vector U (t) =
(
πA0 (t) , π
A
1 (t) , π
A
2 (t) , π
B
0 (t) , π
B
1 (t) , π
B
2 (t)
)
.
Here A/B means that the player plays the game A/B at time t. The subscripts 0, 1, 2
denote that the player’s capital being a multiple of 3 plus 0, 1, 2 respectively. For
example, πA0 (t) means that the probability that the player plays game A at time t and
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Figure 1. At each time step, the player has a probability to switch his choice of the
game from A to B or vice versa, conditional on the previous game he played. For
example, the player has probability α switching from A to B if his previous game is A;
and a probability β switching to game A if his previous game is B.
his capital is divisible by 3 so that the remainder is 0. For one-step memory, we need
only to consider the conditional probability P (Gt|Gt−1) for switching. Here the two
game sequences played by Edward is denoted by (Gt|Gt−1) which can come in one of
the following four scenarios: (Gt|Gt−1) ∈ {(At|At−1) , (Bt|At−1) , (At|Bt−1) , (Bt|Bt−1)}.
We introduce here two parameters α, β, as the probability of switching as illustrated in
figure 1.
Under this hypothesis of conditional probability for one-step memory and using
the switching scheme in figure 1, we can represent the game for player with one-step
memory by a 6 × 6 transition matrix Πs. The transition elements can be written as
P (Gt|Gt−1)Pwin (Gt) if the game at t − 1 is winning, and P (Gt|Gt−1) (1− Pwin (Gt))
if the previous game is losing. Since the probability of switching (α, β) is independent
from the probability of winning, we can write the transition matrix element as a product
of two probabilities. The transition matrix Πs is given by
Πs =


0 (1−α) p (1−α) (1−p) 0 αp α (1−p)
(1−α) (1−p) 0 (1−α) p α (1−p) 0 αp
(1−α) p (1−α) (1−p) 0 αp α (1−p) 0
0 βpb β (1−pb) 0 (1−β) pb (1−β) (1−pb)
β (1−pg) 0 βpg (1−β) (1−pg) 0 (1−β) pg
βpg β (1−pg) 0 (1−β) pg (1−β) (1−pg) 0


(4)
We show the expected capital gain for particular set of winning probabilities in figure 2.
The search on the two dimensional parameter space for maximum gain, treating the
two switching probability for player with one-step memory as independent parameters,
shows that the highest expected capital gain is at the rightmost region of figure 2,
denoted by the dot which corresponds to the probability of switching α = 1, β = 0.5907.
Now let’s first recall in the last section we have discussed random switching by the
ignorant player. We first derive the relation of random switching and general switching
with one-step memory by considering the joint probability of two consecutive game
events. The probability of the event that the player plays game A at time t − 1 and
plays B at time t is given by the Bayes expression with the conditional probability
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Figure 2. The contour plot of the expected capital gain for the Parrondo game for
player with one step memory in the game sequence with switching probabilities α
and β. Here p = 0.5 − ǫ, pb = 0.1 − ǫ, pg = 0.75 − ǫ, with ǫ = 0.003. For this set
of winning probabilities, the maximum long-term gain is achieved by the switching
probabilities (α = 1, β = 0.5907), yielding a gain of 0.0355. The search space for the
optimal expected gain is defined by the dotted line for CD game with α = β. On
the other hand, the search space for the optimal expected gain in random switching is
defined by the dash line, with α = 1− β, β = γ.
defined in figure 1 given by P (Bt|At−1) = α so that
P (Bt ∩At−1) = P (Bt|At−1)P (At−1) = αP (At−1) (5)
For random switching, P (Bt ∩At−1) = P (Bt)P (At−1) because the event Bt and At−1
are independent, which is P (Bt|At−1) = P (Bt) = 1− γ, so that
P (Bt ∩At−1) = P (Bt)P (At−1) = (1− γ)P (At−1) (6)
Combine (5) and (6) we get α = 1− γ. Similarly, consider the probability P (At|Bt−1),
we can get β = γ. Thus, random switching satisfies the constraint α = 1− β, which is
a special case in the two-dimensional parameter space for the switching with one-step
memory. Therefore, the optimal random switching probability for Parrondo game is
obtained along the dashed line α = 1 − β in figure 2. Note that the random switching
strategy cannot yield a higher gain than the optimal gain achieved by player with one-
step memory, since the random switching algorithm only searches in a subset of the entire
parameter space in the (α, β) plane. In fact, the overall optimal switching parameters
for the Parrondo game with one-step memory must achieve at least equal or higher
capital gain for the random switching case. In figure 2, we can find that the maximum
gain is achieved with (α = 1, β = 0.5907), showing hat higher gain is achieved if the
player has one-step memory, which is expected. In the next section, when we consider
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CD game where the player has no knowledge of the mapping of (C, D) to (A, B), then
our analysis of the gain in figure 2 corresponds to the search along the subspace α = β,
which is represented the dotted line inside the figure.
4. Frank’s CD game with one-step memory
Let us now consider the strategy recommended to Frank, who plays on the two slot
machines C (for “Charles”) and D (for “David”) not knowing the mapping of the
software installed, so that CD may correspond to AB or BA. This lack of information on
the identity of the software installed in the slot machines implies that Frank must use a
different strategy of game switching. Similar to Edward, Frank also cannot keep track of
his capital, though he still remembers the slot machine he used in the last game. Now,
due to his ignorance of the mapping between CD and AB, he has no reason to switch
from D to C with a probability β that is different from α. Therefore, logically Frank
should use the same probability of switching and his solution space for the search of
maximum gain for the CD game should be the subset of the two-dimensional parameter
space defined by the dotted line α = β in figure 2. By setting α = β into the transition
matrix (4), when α → 0 and α → 1, the corresponding transition matrices X and Y
are
X =
(
0 ΠA
ΠB 0
)
, Y =
(
ΠA 0
0 ΠB
)
(7)
where 0 is a 3 × 3 zero matrix. The CD Parrondo game with one-step memory has a
transition matrix for switching defined by the linear combination of game X and Y.
Πs = αX+ (1− α)Y =
(
(1− α)ΠA αΠA
αΠB (1− α)ΠB
)
(8)
This form of transition matrix has a simple interpretation. Game X is a game in which
the player plays game A and game B alternatively, and game Y is a game in which the
player always follows the previous game. If the player plays game X alone, the game
sequence is CDCD...; if the player plays game Y alone, the game sequence is either
CCC... or DDD..., depending on the starting game of Y. With this separation of the
general transition matrix into a combination of X and Y, we can interpret the Frank‘s
CD game with one-step memory as the random switching of game X and game Y. From
this perspective, CD game can be interpreted as another Parrondo’s paradox, allowing
the combination of two losing games X and Y that leads to a win in the long run.
To analyze the performance along the line α = β, we can calculate the long term
expected gain and the result is shown in figure 3. We can see that the function of
expected capital gain is concave along the axis α. Although the two extreme case
(α = 0 and α = 1) are both losing (CDCD...is losing, CCCC... or DDDD... are also
losing), we can still make a positive gain by mixing game X and game Y using some
intermediate α. This is a generalized Parrondo effect for the player with memory, though
without the knowledge of the CD to AB mapping. We can now use this transition matrix
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Figure 3. The expected capital gain for CD Parrondo game with either CD=AB or
BA. The parameters for the CD game is same as the original Parrondo game with
(p = 0.5− ǫ, pg = 0.75− ǫ, pb = 0.1− ǫ) and ǫ = 0.003. The capital gain is concave
leading to positive gain for some values of α.
and work out the fair game boundary for a given set of parameters (p, pg, pb). Since p
is the coin parameter for A game, we can assume it to be 0.49, which means that
the Casino takes a 2% commission (g = −2ǫ = −0.02). The effective two-dimensional
parameter space is illustrated in figure 4 with x-axis defined by x = pg > 0.5 for the
winning probability for the good coin and the y-axis defined by y = pb < 0.5 for the bad
coin. This parameter space can be divided into two regions by the fair game boundary
(figure 4). Here, the fair game boundary is defined by the condition that the region at
the right hand side of the fair game boundary (large pg for fixed pb) corresponds to the
winning region of parameter space (p = 0.49, pg, pb) when the CD game is played with
the associated switching parameter α. Similarly, the game is losing in the long run for
parameters in the region left of the boundary (smaller pg for fixed pb.) Each fair game
boundary is also parameterized by a given switching probability α.
In figure 4, we have drawn three fair game boundaries for three cases of α =
0, 0.5 and 1. The three winning regions are different. Noticeable is the fair game
boundary for α = 0.5 lies on the left of both the fair game boundary for α = 0 and for
α = 1. This implies that the winning region for the α = 0.5 case is bigger than either
α = 0 and α = 1. The shaded area corresponds to the region of the parameter space
of CD game such that the player with switching probability α = 0.5 is winning but the
game with α = 0 or 1 is losing. Since α = 0 corresponds to no switching (game Y) while
α = 1 corresponds to always switching (game X), so that with appropriate switching
such as α = 0.5, we can combine two losing CD game (X and Y are both losing) into
a winning one. The above analysis for the fair game boundary in figure 4 allows one
to conclude that there exists region in the parameter space (p = 0.49, pb, pg) where a
CD game player can win using α = 0.5, but he can lose using some other values of α.
This observation corresponds to the definition of strong Parrondo effect [14] where the
combination of two losing game leads to a winning one.
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Figure 4. The Win/Loss region of Parrondo game with p = 0.49. The three lines
corresponds to the fair game boundaries for three different values of α. (solid line:
α = 1; dash line: α = 0; dotted line: α = 0.5). The fair game boundary is defined
by the condition that the region at the right hand side of the fair game boundary
corresponds to the winning region of parameter space (p = 0.49, pg, pb) when the CD
game is played with the associated switching parameter α, while the game is losing in
the long run for parameters in the region left of the boundary. In this figure we see
that the winning region for α = 0.5 is larger than the winning region for α = 0 as well
as the winning region for α = 1. The shaded area corresponds to the region of the
parameter space of CD game such that the player with switching probability α = 0.5
is winning but the game with α = 0 or 1 is losing. This shaded area corresponds to
the region of the parameter space of CD game exhibiting strong Parrondo effect.
5. Optimal Switching Probability for the CD Parrondo game
Since the CD Parrondo game has strong Parrondo effect, it is natural to ask if there is
an optimal switching probability for the CD game when the underlying software is the
original “AB3” Parrondo game with A being a fair coin tossing and B with a good and
a bad coin coupled with the state of capital modulo 3. The answer turns out to be very
interesting, as the result is universal in the sense that the optimal switching probability
for the CD game is exactly α = 3/4 and is independent of (pg, pb) as long as p = 0.5
and (pg > 0.5, pb < 0.5). Unfortunately, this universal switching probability only works
for AB3 game, and the optimal switching probability for other ABM game (modulo M
for M different from 3) depends on the parameters (pg > 0.5, pb < 0.5).
To derive the optimal α for “AB3” Parrondo game, we first need to solve for the
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state vector U in the following system of equations,
(
ΠTs − I
)
UT = 0 and
6∑
i=1
πi (t) = 1 (9)
where U =
(
πA0 , π
A
1 , π
A
2 , π
B
0 , π
B
1 , π
B
2
)
is the vector of stationary probabilities. The
optimal value of α which maximizes the expected return for the AB3 game is shown in
the appendix to be
α∗ =
(1− p+ p2) (2pg − 1)
4p2pg − 2p2 − 4ppg + 3pg + 3p− 2
(10)
Note that when p = 0.5, meaning that game A is fair, then the optimal value α becomes
a constant value of 3/4. Therefore switching between C and D with probability 3/4
is an optimal way to play the AB3 game if the player cannot distinguish the game A
and game B. The corresponding solution for the probability distribution vector U (t)
for t→∞ at α = α∗ = 3/4 is
U (t)a∗ =
(
1
6
,
1
18
(3 + 2pb − 2pg) ,
1
18
(3− 2pb + 2pg) ,
1
6
,
1
6
,
1
6
)
(11)
Since the last three terms correspond to the capital distribution when playing game B,
we see that the effect of optimal switching is to redistribute the capital state at equal
probability. In another word, the optimal switching scheme achieves equal probability
of the occupation of the state with capital remainder being 0, 1 or 2 when playing B in
the long run.
6. Discussion
In this paper we consider two kinds of players (Edward and Frank) entering a casino with
two slot machines called Charles (C) and called David (D). Both are poor in mathematics
and cannot keep track of the capital they have, but can remember which slot machine
they used in the last game, (i.e., both are one-step memory players. Edward has more
information about the slot machines for he knows the software (A, B) installed in them,
but Frank does not even have this information. We solve for the strategies that Edward
and Frank should use with the information given to optimize their capital gain.
For the particular sets of winning probabilities used in the original Parrondo game
(AB3), (p = 0.5− ǫ, pb = 0.1− ǫ, pg = 0.75− ǫ with ǫ = 0.003 and modulo 3 for the state
of capital), the optimal frequency for switching for Edward is (α = 1, β = 0.5907). This
implies that the one-step memory player will always switch his game to B right after a
game A. This result agrees with the optimal periodic sequence ABABB discovered in [9]
and [11].
Our switching scheme can be generalized to player with n-step memory by
setting the conditional probability P
(
Gt|G
(n)
t−1
)
for different history conditions, where
Gt−1Gt−2 . . . Gt−n is the game history with length n. For example, in two-step
memory, there are four history combinations {At−1At−2, At−1Bt−2, Bt−1At−2, Bt−1Bt−2},
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the matrix dimension is 4 × 3 = 12 (here the 4 refers to the four history combinations
and the 3 refers to the three capital states: 0, 1, 2). In general, the dimension for a
transition matrix with n-steps memory is (3 · 2n).
In our analysis, we have focused on the game B with modules M = 3, and
investigate the Parrondo effect in the parameters space (pg > 0.5, pb < 0.5) and switching
probabilities α, β. By numerical calculation, we can find the Parrondo effect also exists
for larger M by choosing suitable sets of parameters. Here we need to consider the even
M and odd M cases separately since the results are very different.
For oddM , there exists Parrondo effect. We consider the special case when p = 0.5
so that A game corresponds to diffusion and ΠA in (3) becomes a unbiased random
walk process. When α → 1, game A will not alter π0 in the equilibrium distribution
in game B and its payoff, so that the expected gain for BBB. . . and ABAB. . . will be
the same. This means that in the long run, the case for α → 0 which corresponds to
BBB. . . will yield the same expected return as the case when α→ 1 which corresponds
ABAB. . . sequence. Next, because the capital gain for CD game is in general a non-
linear function of α, we expect that there exists some intermediate 0 < α < 1 leading
to a higher or lower payoff than that when playing B games alone, depending on the
winning parameters. If the payoff is higher, then Parrondo effect exists [14].
However, for evenM , the existence of Parrondo effect depends on the initial capital,
as the Markov chain for the even M case is reducible. For example, when M = 4 and
p = 0.5, pg > 0.5, pb < 0.5 and when the first game is A and capital is even at t = 0, the
highest capital gain is achieved with the extreme value of switching probability α→ 1.
The corresponding game sequence is ABAB. . . . The reason is with initial capital being
even, the first game chosen by the player to maximize his probability of winning will be
A as p = 0.5 > pb. Then, for the next game, his capital can only be ±1, so that he will
play the B game since pg > p = 0.5. This will lead to the ABAB. . . as the maximum
average return sequence. In the Markov chain terminology, for different initial condition,
it will be trapped in one of the two different irreducible Markov chains which is shown
in figure 5.
In figure 5, we foresee four situations:
(i) the initial capital is even and start with A;
(ii) the initial capital is odd and start with B;
(iii) the initial capital is even and start with B;
(iv) the initial capital is odd and start with A;
Case (i) and (ii) corresponds to the left Markov Chain shown in figure 5, while case
(iii) and (iv) corresponds to the right Markov Chain. For case (i), the state of capital
is even, the state A0 means the player is playing game A when the capital modulo is 0
. Thus, when the initial capital is even, the game sequence starting with game A will
be trapped in left Markov chain. In this case, the player avoids the use of bad coin
pb, therefore he can win more than any sequence resulted from α < 1 . Now, when
the switching probability α = 1, the sequence is a deterministic sequence ABAB. . . and
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Figure 5. The irreducible Markov chains for different initial conditions. We first
discuss the figure on the left. If the initial game is game A with even initial capital,
we start with A0 or A2, the game will be trapped into the chain on the left. Similarly,
if the initial game is B for the odd initial capital, we start with B1 or B3, the game
will be trapped also in the figure on the left. Otherwise, the game sequence will follow
the figure on the right.
there is no Parrondo effect. The same argument applies to the case when the initial
capital is odd and the game sequence starts with B, and the Markov Chain is also the
left one in figure 5. On the other hand, if we start with game B and the initial capital is
even, then there can be Parrondo effect. These arguments provide heuristic justification
for our numerical calculation for the even M cases.
The relation between the Brownian ratchet and the Parrondo Game has been
discussed [15–19]. They have identified a correspondence of a set of quantities between
games and flashing ratchets and the similarity is both mathematically pleasing and
physically reasonable. One interesting analogy is the sequence of switching potential in
flashing ratchets, and the change of games by the player [15]. The A game corresponds
to the potential being in the OFF state, while the B game corresponds to the ON state
of the asymmetric potential in the ratchet problem. Indeed, the switching of the games
with probability α, β can be viewed as the discrete version of the fluctuating potential
in flashing ratchet modelled by the continuous Markov process [20, 21].
d
dt
(
P (on, t)
P (off, t)
)
=
(
−λon λon
λoff −λoff
)(
P (on, t)
P (off, t)
)
(12)
where P (on, t) is the probability that the potential is on at time t and λon, λoff are
the flipping rate. By performing Langevin simulation on the ratchets, we can see that
an optimal λ which maximizes the particle current does exist. The optimal value of λ
also depends on the shape of the potentials. Therefore, the conditional switching with
memory in the game sequence is similar to the ratchets with different λon and λoff.
Parrondo Game with Short-Term Memory 13
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Appendix
To derive (10), we solve the system of equations in (9)

−1 (α−1) (p−1) (1−α) p 0 α (1−pg) αpg
(1−α) p −1 (α−1) (p−1) αpb 0 α (1−pg)
(α−1) (p−1) (1−α) p −1 α (1−pb) αpg 0
0 α (1−p) αp −1 (α−1) (pg−1) (1−α) pg
αp 0 α (1−p) (1−α) pb −1 (α−1) (pg−1)
1 1 1 1 1 1


UT =


0
0
0
0
0
1


(13)
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where U =
(
πA0 , π
A
1 , π
A
2 , π
B
0 , π
B
1 , π
B
2
)
. After some lengthy calculation we get for πB0 the
following long equation,
πB0 =
F2α
2 + F2α+ F0
G2α2 +G1α+G0
(14)
where the coefficients are
F2 = 12p
2p2g − 12p
2pg − 12pp
2
g + 14ppg + 7p
2
g − 8pg + 7p
2 − 8p+ 4
F1 = −12p
2p2g + 12p
2pg + 12pp
2
g − 12ppg − 9p
2
g + 9pg − 9p
2 + 9p− 6
F0 = 3p
2p2g − 3p
2pg − 3pp
2
g + 3ppg + 3p
2
g − 3pg + 3p
2 − 3p+ 3
G2 = 48p
2pbpg − 48ppbpg + 28pbpg − 24p
2pb + 28ppb − 16pb + 24p
2p2g
− 48p2pg − 24pp
2
g + 56ppg + 14p
2
g − 32pg + 42p
2 − 48p+ 24
G1 = −48p
2pbpg + 48ppbpg − 36pbpg + 24p
2pb − 24ppb + 18pb − 24p
2p2g
+ 48p2pg + 24pp
2
g − 48ppg − 18p
2
g + 36pg − 54p
2 + 54p− 36
G0 = 12p
2pbpg − 12ppbpg + 12pbpg − 6p
2pb + 6ppb − 6pb + 6p
2p2g − 12p
2pg
− 6pp2g + 12ppg + 6p
2
g − 12pg + 18p
2 − 18p+ 18
(15)
In order to get the optimal value α, one should minimize πB0 for the following reason: the
α that maximizes the probability πB1 and π
B
2 will maximize the capital gain since they
use the good coin and game A is fair. Now, in the CD Parrondo game, the proportion
of games played being game A is the same as being B. This observation implies that
πB0 + π
B
1 + π
B
2 = 1/2 = π
A
0 + π
A
1 + π
A
2 (16)
Now, we are interested only in state vector at long time. In our computation of the
expected gain in the long run, we can use πB1 + π
B
2 = 1/2 − π
B
0 to replace maximizing
πB1 and π
B
2 by minimizing π
B
0 . Based on the expression of the capital gain which is a
function of
(
πA0 , π
A
1 , π
A
2 , π
B
0 , π
B
1 , π
B
2
)
and α, we can see that the maximization of gain for
the CD game is equivalent to the minimization of πB0 . Once this observation is made,
we can simply take the derivative of the πB0 with respect to α to get the optimal value
α = α∗. This symmetry argument allows us to get the optimal α∗ that maximizes the
expected gain for the CD game, by setting the derivative of the gain with respect to πB0
to zero. Then we can get
α =
(1− p+ p2) (2pg − 1)
4p2pg − 2p2 − 4ppg + 3pg + 3p− 2
(17)
which is the optimal value that makes πB0 stationary. For p = 0.5, we get the unique
solution 3/4. Substitute α = α∗ = 3/4 into the system of equations, we can solve the
remaining terms in U, and finally we can get (11). We can see that when p = 0.5, (15)
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can be simplified as
F2 = 4p
2
g − 4pg +
7
4
F1 = −6p
2
g + 6pg −
15
4
F0 =
9p2g
4
−
9pg
4
+
9
4
G2 = 16pbpg − 8pb + 8p
2
g − 16pg +
21
2
G1 = −24pbpg + 12pb − 12p
2
g + 24pg −
45
2
G0 = 9pbpg −
9pb
2
+
9p2g
2
− 9pg +
27
2
(18)
